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INTRODUCTION: BILLIT APPLICATION PROGRAMMING INTERFACE (API)?

An API is a set of definitions and protocols that allow software applications to communicate with
each other. It acts as an interface between different software applications and enables the code used
to automatically give each party access to information and/or functionality, without the developers
needing to know exactly how the other application works. APIs exist for (web) applications, software
libraries, and operating systems and can be used for various purposes. For example, an operating
system can use an API to enable software applications to sync invoices between Teamleader and
Billit, to retrieve bank transactions from CodaBox, or to send accounting data to Exact Online,
Octopus, etc.
What’s nice about APIs is that they are invisible to users of a software application or website visitors.
The API works in the background, where it silently communicates with other software applications
or the operating system about what you are doing in the application. APIs also have benefits for
developers as they no longer need to rebuild software from scratch and can simply call functions in
the API rather than having to programme them themselves.
More and more companies and websites are developing public open APIs. Developers can use
these APIs to automatically import customer data or invoices into Billit or read invoices that
were created in Billit.
Are you searching for a solution to reduce manual tasks? Looking for ways to automatically
synchronise information from one software system into Billit or do you want to automatically share
information from Billit with other software? This manual is a great place to start.
Developers who want to explore the Billit API don’t have to immediately implement Oauth2. Instead,
they can use the secret API key of one specific test file to explore the APIs. You can find this secret
token by clicking the tab with your company name at the top left. For more information:
https://www.billit.be/nl/help/instellingen-van-gebruiker-en-bedrijf-wijzigen
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SANDBOX VS PRODUCTION

Billit makes two environments available to developers.
An isolated environment for safe
development and testing:

A production environment:

https://my.sandbox.billit.be
https://api.sandbox.billit.be
Register new file

https://my.billit.be
https://api.billit.be
Register new file

Please note that the PEPPOL Access Point in Sandbox is connected to the European Peppol test
network.
Billit encourages developers to start by developing in the sandbox, to invest in robust code that
makes optimum use of resources, data, bandwidth, and caching.
Use the filter & select options in OData to guarantee optimum performance.
After a thorough quality control, developers can move into production with confidence by
switching the API key and the API endpoints from sandbox to production.
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DATA: WHAT DATA ARE AVAILABLE VIA API?

The table below shows which data entities are currently available via the Billit API. Can’t find a
specific API endpoint for a use case in this list? Get in touch with support@billit.be, and we'll take
care of it.
Information
Authentication API
key
Authentication
Oatuh2
PEPPOL Index
PEPPOL UBL
send
PEPPOL JSON
send
Company
information
Income
Cost
Bank
Documents
Customers
Suppliers
Products
Digital
Bailiff
Reports
Sending invoices
via SMTP

Description
Logging in via a secret API key

Endpoint (https://api.billit.be/)

Logging in via consent (recommended)

oauth2/token

Verify whether a company is active on
PEPPOL
Sending invoices as UBL via PEPPOL

peppol/GetParticipantInformation

Sending invoices as JSON via PEPPOL

v1/peppol/sendOrder

Request company information
(address, IBAN, etc.)
CRUDQ actions on income invoices
CRUDQ actions on cost invoices
Import CODA files
Import documents
Create and edit customers
Create and edit suppliers
Create and edit products
Not yet available

v1/account/accountInformation

v1/peppol/sendXML

v1/orders
v1/orders
v1/financialTransaction/importFile
v1/documents
v1/parties
v1/parties

v1/products

Not yet available
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AUTHENTICATION VIA API KEY

Billit gives each user a unique API key. You can find this API key by clicking on your company’s
name at the top left of the screen. Users can manage multiple businesses in Billit using the same
login. Therefore, the API key is for all the companies managed by this user.
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USE OUR API EXPLORER

Use our API explorer at https://api.billit.be/swagger/ui/index . Enter the unique API key at the top
right and click Explore. You can now easily check all the APIs of Billit from the API explorer.
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THE USER CAN MANAGE MULTIPLE BUSINESSES

A user can have access to one or several companies. It is important to always take into account
the unique ID of each company. You can easily retrieve the available companies based on the API
key via the account/accountInformation endpoint.
Via this link you can use the API explorer to request the account information of all the linked
companies for a specific API key.
curl -X GET --header 'Accept: application/json' --header 'apiKey: {APIKEY}'
'https://api.billit.be/ v1/account/accountInformation'

We recommend that you always define the partyID and the API key when calling an endpoint to
ensure that you are always working in the right context.
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Don’t hesitate to explore the other endpoints in the API explorer. You will notice that it is very
easy to manipulate invoices, documents, customers, and suppliers.
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AUTHENTICATION VIA OAUTH2

You must always login to the API. This can be done with the secret API key or via OAuth2.
Billit encourages everyone to use OAuth2 because this will increase user-friendliness for the
user who will activate this link.
Almost everyone has gone through an OAuth process, even if most users do not know what it is. The
beauty of it is that the authorisation process is largely carried out in the background. One of the
toughest challenges for security experts since the rise of networking has been to create a seamless
single sign-on (SSO) so that users can use multiple computers and systems with the same login
details. We now use one account to log on to several sites and are linked in the backend. This is
largely thanks to OAuth. This is an open standard that describes how separate servers and services
can grant authorisation without actually having to use the original, single sign-on (SSO) credential. In
the security world, this is called delegated authorisation via a secure third party.
In 2010, it was released as RFC 5849, an open standard, and was adopted from the outset by
Twitter, Google, and other companies. It soon grew even further and underwent a lot of
development in the two following years. In 2012, OAuth 2.0 was released. OAuth 2.0 became very
popular. You use it to sign in to Facebook, Netflix, Paypal, Twitter, Microsoft, Instagram, LinkedIn,
and many other web giants.
The easiest example of OAuth2 is when you log into Billit. You can also log into Billit with your
Microsoft account. Another example is the link between Teamleader and Billit. You create the link in
Billit, after which you are redirected to a screen in Teamleader, where you give your consent after
logging into Teamleader. OAuth2 is also used for the link between Billit and Exact Online.
https://www.digitalocean.com/community/tutorials/an-introduction-to-oauth-2
Sandbox
ü
ü
ü
ü

Application: https://my.sandbox.billit.be
Documentation : https://api.sandbox.billit.be/swagger
Enrolment link: https://my.sandbox.billit.be/Account/Logon
Token link: https://api.sandbox.billit.be/OAuth2/token

TEST USERS and CLIENTID are provided on request for each application. You can request these
from support@billit.be. If your company has three different applications (segmentation), you will
need three unique client IDs and Secrets.
Client IDs and Secrets are application-specific and are used by all the users of the application
if they want to share their application data with Billit. Sandbox and production use different
Client IDs.
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https://my.sandbox.billit.be/Account/Logon?client_id={CLIENTID}&redirect_uri={REDIRECTURI}
After logging in, the user needs to authorise your integration for you to gain access to the data in
their account.
If the user authorises your integration, they will be redirected to the indicated redirect_uri with a
temporary authorisation code and the original status parameter. If the status parameter does not
match the original value, the response has been made possible by a third party and must be
ignored. https://{REDIRECTURI}?code={CODE}&state={STATE}
If the user refuses your integration, they will be redirected to redirect_uri, with an error parameter:
https://{REDIRECTURI}? error= access_denied
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HOW TO REQUEST OAUTH2 ACCESS TOKENS

Upon receipt of the authorisation code of the previous step, an access code can be requested for
API calls. Please note that authorisation codes can be exchanged once-only for an access token and
expire after a specific time. To exchange the code for an access token, send an HTTP POST request
to the following endpoint:
https://api.sandbox.billit.be/OAuth2/token
The required POST parameters are:
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

client_id = you received this from Billit upon registration of your software
client_secret = you received this from Billit upon registration of your software
code = the authorisation code
grant_type = here you must enter "authorization_code"
redirect_uri = the URL of the page to which the user must be redirected

We recommend adding the header of the content type to this request. Supported
content types:
ü application / json
You will receive a JSON response with an access_token and a refresh_token:
{"token_type": "Bearer","expires_in": 3600,"access_token": "{ACCESS_TOKEN}","refresh_token":
"{REFRESH_TOKEN}"}
These access tokens are also called bearer tokens. You can use this token to call API endpoints on
the user’s behalf, by adding them to the API request as an authorisation header.
GET https://api.sandbox.billit.be/v1/orders HTTP/1.1
Authorization: {ACCESS_TOKEN}
Accept: application/json
Access tokens expire shortly after they are issued for security reasons. If your integration needs to
communicate with our API after the access token’s lifetime, you must request a new access token
using the refresh token for which the access token has expired. Please note that refresh tokens can
be used only once to obtain a new access token and refresh token. The refresh token does not
expire.
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USING OAUTH2 REFRESH TOKENS

If an access token has expired, you can request a new access token and refresh token pair by sending
an HTTP POST request to the following endpoint: https://api.sandbox.billit.be/OAuth2/token
The required POST parameters are:
ü
ü
ü
ü

client_id = you received this from Billit upon registration of your software
client_secret - you received this from Billit upon registration of your software
refresh_token - the refresh token
grant_type - must be "refresh_token"

The tokens are refreshed until such time that the user revokes them or undoes the integration.
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READING INVOICES VIA ODATA

OData (Open Data Protocol) is an ISO/IEC-approved OASIS standard that defines a set of best
practices for building and consuming RESTful APIs. OData helps you to focus on your business logic
while building RESTful APIs without having to worry about the different approaches for defining
request and response headers, status codes, HTTP methods, URL conventions, media types,
payload settings, query options, etc.
OData also provides guidance for tracking changes, defining functions/actions for reusable
procedures, and sending asynchronous/batch requests.
OData was originally developed by Microsoft in 2007 and is used by companies such as Microsoft, SAP,
CA, IBM, and Salesforce. It allows for the simple and standard creation and consumption of callable and
interoperable RESTful APIs. OData offers a wide range of query options and is rapidly gaining ground
because of its exceptional scalability.
Getting started with OData & Sample OData Services
The example below displays all the sales invoices sorted by a specific company, which
have been modified since 1 January 2019.
GET https://api.sandbox.billit.be/v1/orders?$filter=LastModified+ge+DateTime'2019-0101'+and+OrderType+eq+'Invoice'&$orderby=LastModified+asc HTTP/1.1
The required POST parameters are:
ü Authorization = {ACCESSTOKEN}
ü Accept = application/json
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READING CUSTOMERS, SUPPLIERS, AND PRODUCTS VIA ODATA

You can retrieve customers, suppliers, and products in the same way.
Use the ‘v1/parties’ parties endpoint for customers and suppliers. You can differentiate between
customers and suppliers by using the ‘PartyType’ field.
For customers, you assign the value ‘Customer’; for suppliers, this will be 'Supplier’.
The example below displays all the customers sorted by a specific company, which have been
modified since 1 January 2019.
GET
https://api.sandbox.billit.be/v1/orders?$filter=PartyType+eq+’Customer’+and+LastModified
+ge+DateTime'2019-01-01'+and+OrderType+eq+'Invoice'&$orderby=LastModified+asc
HTTP/1.1
The required POST parameters are:
ü Authorization = {ACCESSTOKEN}
ü Accept = application/json
You can retrieve products in the same way. Use the ‘v1/products’ endpoint for this.
The example below displays all the products from the ‘Test group’ sorted by a specific company,
which have been modified since 1 January 2019.
GET https://api.sandbox.billit.be/v1/products $filter=LastModified+ge+DateTime'2019-0101'+and+GroupName+eq+'Testgroep'&$orderby=LastModified+asc HTTP/1.1
The required POST parameters are:
ü Authorization = {ACCESSTOKEN}
ü Accept = application/json
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HOW TO CREATE ORDERS (INVOICES, QUOTATIONS, CREDIT NOTES, ETC.)

You can also create orders via the API. You do this by calling the
‘v1/orders/’ orders endpoint and assigning the order
object in the body. The following fields should at least be
filled out:
ü OrderType: this can be any of the following values:
o Invoice
o CreditNote
o Offer
o DeliveryNote
ü OrderDirection: this can be any of the following values:
o Income
o Cost
ü Orderdate: the date of the order
ü ExpiryDate: the expiry date of the order
ü Orderlines: A list of objects with information about the order line. You can choose to
assign an existing product using the ‘ProductID’ or an OrderLine Object Note: We always
give priority to the ProductID. If this is entered, all the other lines in the OrderLine object
will be ignored
o ProductID: If this field is sent, an order line will be created based on the existing
product in Billit; any discounts that were set will be taken into account. In this case,
only the ‘Quantity’ field will be read (optional; if not sent, the quantity will be set to
1).
You can retrieve the ProductID by using the
‘v1/products/’ product endpoint.
o OrderLine-Object: in this case, you don’t send a ‘ProductID’ but you want
everything about the order line in (please refer to the Swagger documentation).
ü An indication from the counterparty, this can be based on an ID or a Party object
o ID: In this case, the existing Party is retrieved, and the known fields are used. For
‘OrderDirection’ ‘Income’, use the ‘CustomerID’ or ‘CounterPartyID’ field; for
‘Cost’, use the ‘SupplierID’ or ‘CounterPartyID’ field.
You can find the IDs in the objects that you receive via the
‘V1/parties/’ party-endpoint
o Party object: In this case, you send the complete object that you receive from a
call to the ‘v1/parties/’ party-endpoint (see the Swagger documentation). The
fields that you must complete with the objects are: For ‘OrderDirection’ use
‘Income’ ‘Customer’, or ‘CounterParty’; for ‘Cost’ use ‘Supplier’ or ‘CounterParty’
Note: In this case, you will also modify the counterparty fields, just like you do
when using POST /v1/parties
The example below is a minimal call to send a sales invoice. GET
https://api.sandbox.billit.be/v1/orders
The required POST parameters are:
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ü Authorization = {ACCESSTOKEN}
ü Accept = application/json
The data in the body will look like this:
{
"OrderType": "Invoice",
"OrderDirection": "Income",
"OrderDate": "2019-08-30",
"ExpiryDate": "2019-09-13",
"OrderLines": [
{
"ProductID": {{productID}}
}
],
"CustomerID": {{customerID}}
}
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DOWNLOADING INVOICES AS PDF FILES

The PDF can be downloaded using the secure API. We recommend using the API if you want to
extract the PDF programmatically.
GET https://api.sandbox.billit.be/v1/files?58172ba7c2b849669c170ad3ad9be90b HTTP/1.1
If you want to show the user a pop-up with the PDF
https://my.sandbox.billit.be/file/58172ba7c2b849669c170ad3ad9be90b?download=true
Currently, verification is not required but Billit can add this if necessary.
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SENDING INVOICES VIA SMTP

Billit can automatically send reminders if you want to give Billit orders to send a reminder from your
software application. You can do this via the API.
GET https://api.sandbox.billit.be/v1/orders/commands/send HTTP/1.1
{
OrderIds:[1,2,3],
TransportType:"SMTP", (Other values can be: Letter, RegisteredLetter,
RegisteredLetterWithReceipt, Peppol)
PrintType:"Reminder"
}
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MARKING INVOICES AS PAID

You can easily adapt the information of a specific invoice via the API based on processes in your
application (e.g., a web shop). The example below shows which action is needed to mark an invoice
as paid.
If Billit synchronised this invoice from Teamleader, this action will also update the payment
status of the invoice in Teamleader.
PATCH https://api.sandbox.billit.be/v1/orders/{ORDERID} HTTP/1.1
{
Paid: true
}
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ODATA PAGING, QUERYING & SORTING

Billit displays the 120 first results. You can easily skip to the following 120 results via the next
pagelink. This link will use $skip to avoid displaying the previous results.
GET https://api.sandbox.billit.be/v1/orders?$filter=LastModified+ge+DateTime'2019-0101'+and+OrderType+eq+'Invoice'&$orderby=LastModified+asc$skip=120 HTTP/1.1
For developers using Microsoft .NET, we have provided the following example. This example
combines the power generics and the next page link in the OData URL to retrieve all the results
without the developer having to worry about the pages.
private List<T> FetchAllRecords<T>(string url)
{
var fullList = new List<T>();
var result = m_oAuthClient.Get<ResultWrapper<List<T>>>(url);
fullList.AddRange(result.Items);
while (!string.IsNullOrWhiteSpace(result.NextPageLink))
{
result =
m_oAuthClient.Get<ResultWrapper<List<T>>>(result.d.NextPageLink);
fullList.AddRange(result.Items);
}
return fullList;
}

For example, the URL param in FetchAllRecords is
https://api.sandbox.billit.be/v1/orders?$filter=LastModified+ge+DateTime'2019-0101'+and+OrderType+eq+'Invoice'&$orderby=LastModified+asc
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PEPPOL FIRST STRATEGY

The purpose of the Peppol First Strategy is to actively promote the sending of e-invoices via the
Peppol network.
Conditions
1. The software company or the service provider is a member of the UBL.BE work group.
2. The software or service has the ability to send invoices via the Peppol network.
3. The software or service meets at least one of the following conditions.
a. Whenever an invoice is sent, the software or service will check automatically
whether the receiver is registered in the Peppol network. If the receiver is
registered, the software or service will send the invoice via the Peppol network.
This check rejects any configuration setting relating to the receiver's preferred
channel.
b. Whenever the user of the software or service creates a new receiver, the software
or service will check whether the receiver is registered on the Peppol network. If
the receiver is registered, the software or service will set the configuration setting
to use Peppol as the preferred channel for this receiver
c. The software or service has functionality that allows the user to check periodically or
at any time whether receivers are registered on the Peppol network. For registered
receivers, the user can change the configuration in such a way that the software or
service will send the invoice via the Peppol network. Changing the configuration
must be a user-friendly operation.
4. The service actively facilitates a software company to roll out its PeppolFirstStrategy.
More information: https://www.ubl.be/peppol-first-strategy/
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CHECKING WHETHER THE RECEIVER IS REGISTERED IN THE PEPPOL FIRST STRATEGY NETWORK

In demos or workshops, Billit often uses the or the free Rest Client of PostMan applications.
Billit API explorer

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Go to Billit API explorer
Change the URL at the top to Sandbox: https://api.sandbox.billit.be/swagger/docs/v1
click Explore
On the method GET /v1/peppol/participantInformation/{VATorCBE under PEPPOL
Enter the receiver’s company registration number for which you want to check
whether they are registered
6. Click Try it out!

ü Registered: true if the company registration number is active on PEPPOL (sandbox or
production)
ü DocumentTypes:
o Invoice 5: You can send invoices via the PEPPOL SendOrder API and possibly also
via the PEPPOL SendXML API, depending on whether your UBL meets the
requirements.
o MLR (Message Level Response) are messages that the receiver sends back to the
sender.
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Advanced Rest Client
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SENDING INVOICES VIA THE PEPPOL API

The easiest way to send an PEPPOL invoice/credit note via the API is to use the PEPPOL/SendOrder
endpoint of our API. A number is provided as a response in the event of a successful transmission.
This is the ID of the added invoice in Billit. You can request the details of this invoice based on this ID
in combination with Order/GetOrder. Since 2014, Billit has developed expertise in the validation and
optimisation of all the common UBL e-invoice formats (UBL 2, UBL 2.1, PEPPOL, E-PRIOR).
Sending invoices as JSON
POST 'https://api.billit.be/v1/peppol/SendOrder’ HTTP/1.1
ü Content-Type = application/json
ü apikey = {API_KEY}
{
"Customer": {
"Name": "Een klant",
"Street": "Een straat",
"StreetNumber": "25",
"Box": "",
"Zipcode": "9000",
"City": "Gent",
"CountryCode": "BE",
"IBAN": "BE0000001",
"BIC": "KREDBEBB",
"Mobile": "01234242",
"Phone": "01234242",
"Fax": "string", "Email":
"abcd@gmail.be",
"Website": "www.resttest.be",
"Contact": "Contact bla",
"VATNumber": "BE0563846944",
"PartyType": "Customer",
"VATLiable": true,
"AccountantCode": 0,
"Language": "NL",
"CustomFields": {}
},
"OrderDate": "2019-12-03T18:51:21.261Z",
"ExpiryDate": "2019-12-15T18:51:21.262Z",
"OrderType": "Invoice",
"OrderDirection": "Income",
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"OrderLines": [
{
"Quantity": 1,
"UnitPriceExcl": 100.0,
"Description": "my order line",
"TotalExcl": 100.0,
"TotalVAT": 21.0,
"VATPercentage": 21.0
}
],
"VatGroups": [
{
"VATPercentage": 21,
"TotalExcl": 100,
"TotalVAT": 21,
"TotalIncl": 121
}
],
"Paid": true,
"PaidDate": "2019-12-03T18:51:21.262Z",
"Currency": "EUR",
"TotalExcl": 100,
"TotalIncl": 121,
"TotalVAT": 21
}

Of course, you want to use the PEPPOL First Strategy. Before sending the invoice, you must check
whether the receiver of the invoice is on the PEPPOL network.
GET --header 'Accept: application/json'
'https://api.billit.be/v1/peppol/participantInformation/BE0887010362' HTTP/1.1
ü Content-Type = application/json
ü apikey = {API_KEY}
If the company is registered on PEPPOL, you will receive a “Registered”: true response. As soon as
you receive a positive confirmation, you can send the invoice via PEPPOL.
The number you receive is a unique ID which you can use later to request the details of this
request. Of course, this is different between sandbox or production. This number is not linked to
the API key. This number is currently an integer but will probably be replaced with a unique GUID
in the future.
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CREATING CUSTOMERS/SUPPLIERS

Many users have asked Billit whether customers and suppliers can be synchronised with a thirdparty application. Billit supports this scenario via the Party endpoint.
curl -X GET --header 'Accept: application/json' 'https://api.billit.be/v1/parties/'

JSON field
No.
Name
Street
StreetNumber
Box
Zipcode
City

Type
string
string
string
string
string
string
string

CountryCode
IBAN
BIC
Mobile
Phone
Fax
Email
Website
Contact
VATNumber
LastModified

string
string
string
string
string
string
string
string
string
string
2019-0618T08:05:37.560Z
2019-0618T08:05:37.560Z
Customer or Supplier
true
Int32
string
string
string
string

Created
PartyType
VATLiable
GLAccountantCode
Language
VentilationCode
ExternalProviderID
ExternalProviderTC
CustomFields
DefaultPaid
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true

Billit field
Identification number
Company name
Invoicing address street
Invoicing address no.
Invoicing address PO Box
Invoicing address postcode
Invoicing address
Town/city
Invoicing address Country
IBAN
BIC
Mobile phone
Telephone
Fax
E-mail
Website
First Name
VAT
Last modified (readonly)
Created on (readonly)
Customer or Supplier
Subject to VAT
General ledger account
Language
VAT rate
Obsolete/deprecated
Obsolete/deprecated
Additional Fields
Payment method

ADDING AN EXTRA DESCRIPTION AS EMPTY ORDER LINES

Billit is currently developing examples, which will be documented here later
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